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stretch of land with our ... possessions." It was not fully realized in St. Petersburg that expansion in China would lead to conflicts not only with England but also with Japan and the United States.
The intervention of the western Powers in China, which was intensified in the 1840's, did not at first extend to Manchuria and Korea, the latter an autonomous kingdom under the suzerainty of the Man-chu emperors of China. For geographical reasons these thinly populated territories, remote from the main trade routes, were of greater interest to Russia and, particularly, to Japan than they were to their western rivals. The contiguity of the Korean peninsula to the Japanese islands and its importance as the gateway to China and Manchuria invited Japanese penetration. Throughout the centuries Korea was repeatedly raided by its island neighbors; a particularly devastating invasion took place at the close of the sixteenth century, but the Japanese eventually withdrew and for over 150 years were satisfied with a small trading settlement at Fusan which they operated under highly restrictive conditions. In the early 187Q's, when territorial aggrandizement became one of the principal objectives of Japanese foreign policy, the Korean problem carne again to the fore, partly because attempts at southerly expansion had met with indifferent success. The Riukiu Islands were annexed by Tokyo in 1875, but a landing party sent to Formosa a year earlier accomplished nothing. In 1876 the Japanese exacted from Korea a treaty terminating her seclusion. The example of Tokyo was emulated by the western Powers, and treaties with Korea were concluded by the United States in 1882, by England and Germany in 1883, by Italy and Russia in 1884, and by France in 1886. The predominant influence in Korea, however, was Chinese and Japanese. The struggle between the two oriental empires for the control of Korea is a weird story of rebellions, massacres, and palace intrigues. Under the terms of the Sino-Japanese treaty of 1885, both Powers undertook to withdraw their troops from Korea with an agreement not to send them back without advance notice to the other signatory, an arrangement that recognized the right of Japan to intervene militarily in the affairs of Korea. The fear of Russian aggression loomed large in the Chinese policy of other nations. In April, 1885r Great Britain seized Port Hamilton off the Korean coast because of the alleged Russian intention to occupy Port Lazareff on the peninsula. St. Petersburg's protest and threats of retaliation, and the likelihood that Japan would use the seizare of Port

